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RELOUIS is the largest cosmetic brand in Belarus. Our company has many victories and achievements, trials, and errors. We grow 
and get better thanks to your recognition. You have supported us for many years, invariably choosing your favorite cosmetics and 
trusting us when choosing new ones among the wide range of cosmetic products. Today we want to become even closer to you, 
our customers, and tell you the significant facts about our company, that, possibly, will become a discovery for you.
Since 1993, we have been developing cosmetic textures together with technologists from world-famous manufacturing plants 
located in Italy, Germany, and France. Following modern trends, we began collaboration with the largest Korean manufacturers, 
and the result of painstaking work was a new collection KOREAN SECRET make up & care created from 100% Korean textures. 
Among the priorities of our brand is not only the quality of the product but also its modernity, therefore the range is represented 
by both classic and trendy collections. To keep up with the times, we attend annual world-class cosmetic exhibitions, such as 
Cosmoprof in Bologna, Paris, and Hong Kong, where fashion trends are set and trends in decorative cosmetics are born.
Our manufacturing site is equipped with high-tech Italian equipment that meets international standards. In 2019, we received an 
international GMP certificate, confirming the compliance of our manufacturing process with the requirements of the international 
standard ISO 22716 in the field of quality assurance and safety of perfumery and cosmetic products. We produce cosmetics not 
only under the RELOUIS brand but also cooperate with companies from different countries in the field of contract manufacturing 
of cosmetics under their own trandmark. RELOUIS is an ethical brand. We choose humaneness and do not test our products on 
animals (in vivo) using alternative methods (in vitro).
We open branded studio shops where you can both buy our cosmetics and get advice from professional makeup artists. We do 
care about the comfort of our customers, and now you can order a full range of cosmetics in the online store on our website www.
relouis.by. We actively cooperate with professional makeup artists and makeup schools to implement our joint creative projects.
The most important assessment for us is the choice of our customers. Thanks to you, for 4 years in a row, we have received the 
People’s Brand award, which has become a symbol of the brand’s popular recognition. The well-coordinated work of the entire 
team is confirmed by such a high award of the Republic of Belarus as the “Number 1” award in the following nominations:
“Manufacturer of decorative cosmetics for lips” and “Manufacturer of decorative cosmetics for eyes” in 2018-2020.
We are happy to give beauty and love, we do not rest on our laurels and always look forward to your feedback so we could make 
our cosmetics even better for all of you!

*Please note that the color range of products in print does not always fully correspond to reality.

relouis.by

relouis.cosmetics

relouis.cosmetics

www.relouis.by

marketing@relouis.by

+375 (17) 374-19-57

* Просим учитывать, что цветовая гамма продуктов в печати не всегда полностью соответствует действительности.
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KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
ACTIVE HYDRATING OIL 

Two-phase moisturizing oil for all skin types and 
seasons. It can be used before makeup and for facial 
skin care. It is absorbed quickly, leaves a fresh finish 
without oily shine and stickiness. The combination 
of two phases (oil and active pink water) allows the 
product to penetrate into the skin without weighing it 
down.
Natural olive oil takes active care of the skin and 
promotes its regeneration.
Baobab oil soothes the skin, copes well with the 
redness.
The complex of peptides and hyaluronic acid intensively 
moisturizes the skin and maintains its moisture balance, 
makes the skin firm and elastic.
Plant extracts (guava, orchid, poppy, aloe, damask 
rose, pomegranate) have a tonic effect, relieve signs 
of fatigue, moisturize and give the skin healthy and 
radiant look.

АРТ. РБ 303-19

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
SILICONE FREE PRIMER

The primer is ideal for preparing skin for makeup. It 
perfectly evens out skin texture, smoothes flaking. It 
makes your makeup last longer.
The silicone-free formula does not clog pores and 
is suitable for all skin types. The primer helps to 
retain moisture in the skin due to a complex of 
active ingredients (peptides, hydrolyzed collagen, 
sodium hyaluronate). Silicone Free Primer creates an 
additional protective barrier, thereby protecting the 
skin from negative environmental influences.
Life hack: try as a light moisturizer.

АРТ. РБ 301-19

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
LIGHTING TONE UP BASE

Correcting base for natural glow. It refreshes and 
gives the skin an even tone, professionally prepares 
the skin for makeup.
Hides redness and traces of rosacea. Smoothes 
skin texture and helps make-up to last thanks to 
bonding technology.
The foundation applied on the base looks smooth 
and flawless. It protects against UVA and UVB rays, 
prevents skin photoaging.
Centella asiatica extract takes care of the skin, 
makes it smooth and moisturized.
Lavandula angustifolia flower water has a soothing 
and softening effect.
Collagen and peptides keep the skin young, firm 
and elastic.

АРТ. РБ 302-19

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE WRINKLE FILLER

Highly effective modern remedy for wrinkle correction. When applied, the 
corrector instantly fills mimic wrinkles, smoothes and evens out the skin relief. As 
a result, the skin becomes smoother and more elastic, and wrinkles are visibly 
reduced. The wrinkle corrector contains a unique complex of active ingredients:
10 essential amino acids stimulate the synthesis of elastin and collagen, 
improve the moisture balance of the skin.The complex of peptides helps to 
reduce the depth of mimic wrinkles, a “non-injection botox effect”. Natural oils 
(meadowfoam, macadamia, olive, ginseng, jojoba, apple seeds) nourish and 
moisturize the skin, improve its structure. Vitamins (A, E, C, B3, H) accelerate the 
regeneration processes, provide antioxidant action.
Wine extract is famous for anti-aging effect, tonic and regenerating properties.

АРТ. РБ 304-19

Life hack: add Lighting 
Tone Up Base to your 
foundation to get a 
light olive tint and give 
additional radiance to 
your skin.

Life hack: try as a light 
moisturizer.

Method of application: apply 
a small amount to the wrinkle 
lines in the area of eyes, lips 
or forehead with light tapping 
movements until completely 
absorbed. Use before makeup 
and/or as a product
for daily care.

Life hack: mix with your favorite facial for a 
radiant effect and extra hydration of the skin.
Method of application: shake the bottle before 
use. Using a dropper, apply a few drops of the 
oil into the palm of your hand. Rub it and spread 
over your face, gently pressing your palms 
against the skin for more intensive absorption.

01 mint
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F A C I A L  M A K E - U P 

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
HYDROGEL EYE PATCHES GOLD+SNAIL

• regeneration • hydration • radiance

Snail secretion filtrate skin elasticity, smoothes wrinkles, stimulates the 
production of collagen and elastin, accelerates regeneration processes, 
moisturizes the skin and improves its complexion.
Gold has a reflective effect, gives radiance to the skin around the eyes, the skin 
looks well-groomed and rested.
Adenosine smoothes the skin texture, makes it elastic.
Sodium hyaluronate protects the skin from moisture loss and improves its 
structure.
Niacinamide (vitamin B3) evens skin tone, improves skin tonus and skin barrier 
function.

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
HYDROGEL EYE PATCHES HYALURON

•lifting • hydration • smoothing

The peptides are specially formulated to combat expression lines, stimulate the 
production of natural collagen and elastin by the skin, and help to relax the facial 
muscles, providing a “non-injection botox effect”.
Seaweed extract perfectly moisturizes the skin, improves microcirculation, and 
has an active antioxidant effect.
Hydrolyzed collagen improves skin elasticity and firmness and helps to retain 
moisture.
Adenosine smoothes the skin relief, makes it elastic.
Damask rose extract has a tonic effect, and moisturizes the skin.

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
HYDROGEL EYE PATCHES PEPTIDES

•hydration • smoothing • elasticity

Hyaluronic acid: its unique action lies in its ability to combat one of the main 
causes of our skin aging – moisture loss. It improves the structure of the skin, 
reduces fine wrinkles, makes the skin smooth, elastic and firm, gives a visible 
and tangible effect.
Allantoin is known for its ability to stimulate tissue renewal, it soothes and 
refreshes the skin.
Adenosine boosts the production of collagen and elastin in the skin, smoothes 
the skin relief, makes it elastic.
Niacinamide (vitamin B3) evens out skin tone, improves tonus and the barrier 
function of the skin.

АРТ. РБ 305-19

АРТ. РБ 307-19

АРТ. РБ 306-19
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BEST SELLER

COMPLIMENTI
POWDER EFFECT 
FINISH FOUNDATION

Powder finish and natural effect at the same time. Due 
to the light texture, the foundation is applied with a thin 
layer. It hides skin blemishes perfectly and prevents oily 
shine. The  foundation does not clog pores, and it does 
not create a mask effect on the face. The result is a velvet 
skin and a matt finish without a heavy feeling. Oils in the 
foundation provide an even application and surprising 
durability. Tone No. 01 contains light reflecting particles 
to create an ideal tone and natural shining; it makes skin 
look healthy and well-attended. It is suitable
for all skin types.

FOUNDATION WITH 
VITAMIN E

The foundation has light and soft texture. Evens out the 
complexion perfectly. The foundation masks the skin 
blemishes without bridging the pores and creating a “mask” 
effect. Contains vitamin E, which protects the skin from the 
negative environmental impact. Does not contain
mineral oil.

01 beige
02 light beige
03 warm beige
04 natural beige

АРТ. РБ 901-16

АРТ. РБ 831-04

40 ivory
41 light beige
42 natural beige
43 sandy
44 dark beige
86 light tan

01

02

03

04

40

41

42

43

44

86SKIN PERFECTION
LIFTING FOUNDATION

Foundation with SPF 30 evens out skin tone, mattes 
and hides small skin blemishes. The hyaluronic acid 
salts regulate the water balance of the skin, increase 
its elasticity and maintain smoothness and tightness. 
Penetrating into the skin deeply, they provide external 
and internal moisturizing, and contribute to the 
regeneration of cells. The result of applying a foundation 
is moisturized and healthy skin, glowing with beauty.

01 light beige
02 beige

АРТ. РБ 871-12

01

02

13

21

23

KOREAN SECRET MAKE UP & CARE 
BB CREAM 

BB Cream provides care and perfect tinted coverage 
without masking effect. Adjusts to skin tone. Hides 
imperfections, smoothes, moisturizes and helps to 
restore well-groomed and rested complexion.
The product contains SPF 22 PA ++, protects against 
UVA and UVB rays, preventing premature skin aging.
Portulaca oleracea extract stimulates regeneration 
processes, has a tonic effect, improves aesthetic 
properties of the skin.
Centella asiatica extract takes care of the skin, makes it 
smooth and moisturized, has an antioxidant effect.
Lavandula angustifolia flower water has a regenerating, 
soothing and softening effect.
Collagen and peptides keep the skin young and elastic.

АРТ. РБ 300-19

Perfect blending with 
sponge
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AQUA BEAUTY
MICELLAR WATER

AQUA BEAUTY micellar water by Relouis is a recent 
development of Italian technologists, which combines 
properties of a make-up remover from the face and eyes 
and a moisturizing tonic. Micelles are micro particles 
of micellar water, aimed at rapid elimination of toxins, 
delicate care and gentle cleansing of the skin. Floral 
waters of chamomile, cornflower, French rose and aloe 
vera juice, contained in Aqua Beauty micellar water, 
moisturize and tone up the facial skin, make it elastic and 
fresh and have a calming effect.

АРТ. РБ 110-12

АРТ. РБ 100-12

F A C I A L  M A K E - U P 

110 мл

200 мл

Dermatological tests for irritant 
effects were conducted in the 
independent laboratory of Bio 
Basic Europe (Italy), protocol No. 
1101G11P

8
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ANTI-REDNESS
• Visually neutralizes redness and 
skin irritations.
• Makes pimples and vascular 
network less visible.

LIFTING
• Contains hyaluronic acid salts. 
• Regulates the water balance of the 
skin, increases its elasticity.
• Gives smoothness and tightness 
to the skin.
• Rose flower extract fights with 
aging, prevents irritation and peeling.

PRIME STEP PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP PRIMER

Prime Step foundation primer is designed to prepare the skin for applying 
make-up and creating ideal surface for foundation. The foundation primer 
neutralizes oily sheen in the T-zone, makes the skin matte and velvety, 
making it look healthy.

Application:
Apply small amount of base and 
blend over the entire eyelid. Wait 
for the base to soak in and then get 
down to the make-up. 

COLOR DESIGNER
PROFESSIONAL
EYESHADOW BASE

• Provides eye makeup durability, prevents eye shadows 
from rolling down.
• Creates a light protective matte film.
• Quickly absorbed, does not heavy the eyelids.
• Suitable for all skin types.
• Paraben-free.

recommended 
by professional
makeup artists

АРТ. РБ 914-14

АРТ. РБ 802-12

АРТ. РБ 801-12

colorless

SOFT SHADE BLUSHER IN BALLS

Extremely easy to use. Silky texture let you apply them in small portions, 
gradually achieving the desired saturation. When mixing, multicolored balls make 
shading-off as natural as possible, with its purity preserved. Apply with a brush.

03 peachy
04 pink peach
05 dark peach

03

04

05

АРТ. РБ 332-12

11

COMPLIMENTI
HIGHLIGHTER IN BEADS

Visually emphasizes the perfections, puts right accents, makes the skin look 
glowing and the face well-rested and fresh!

АРТ. РБ 163-15

01 pearly 
02 golden

01

02

COVER STICK CONCEALER
WITH VITAMIN E

Perfectly conceals blemishes, under-eye circles and pigment spots. Thanks to the 
soft formula containing candelilla, carnauba and bee waxes, it does not dry even 
the most sensitive skin, while castor oil provides easy application and shading. 
Mineral oil, contained in the concealer pencil, has a wound-healing effect.

COVER EXPERT PROFESSIONAL
CONCEALER

New generation’s product, containing innovative 
complex of active components. Extremely light texture 
makes the skin look glowing and healthy, perfectly 
concealing small imperfections (pigmentation, 
unevenness, redness, 
under-eye circles).
•Smoothes wrinkles, stimulating interaction between 
cells and restoring
the skin barrier.
• Contains chamomile extract, known for its soothing 
and anti-inflammatory
properties.
• Perfect for the delicate zone around the eyes.
• Paraben-free.

The green concealer 
visually neutralizes 
red pigment, 
effectively hides 
“nodules”, pimples, 
blood vessels. Cover 
the top with a nude 
powder.

001 ivory
003 sandy
004 natural pink
034 green

АРТ. РБ 912-11

001

003

004

034

01 light beige
02 natural beige
03 light tan

АРТ. РБ 804-14

01 0302

F A C I A L  M A K E - U P 

10

COMPLIMENTI BRIGHT TOUCH
CONCEALER

Light-reflecting concealer that makes your skin look flawless. It covers any signs of 
tiredness and makes the area around eyes glow naturally. Due to the Soft Focus effect 
it visually smoothens the skin texture and makes minor imperfections less noticeable.
• UVA and UVB protection
• Natural finish
• Parabens, fragrance and D5 free
1. Apply the Bright Touch Complimenti concealer with an applicator to the area under 
your eyes.
2. Blend the product, tapping it lightly with your fingers.
3. Set the concealer with powder to make it last longer. You can use, for example, 
RELOUIS PRO HD transparent powder.
Makeup tips:
To correct facial lines and make them more elegant, apply the Bright Touch 
Complimenti concealer on the ridge of the nose, cheekbones, center of the forehead, 
chin and under the eyebrow.

АРТ. РБ 903-18

01 0302

01 porcelain
02 natural beige
03 warm beige



make up 
like a

PRO
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BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER

RELOUIS PRO HD POWDER
FIXING TRANSPARENT FACE POWDER
 
Universal transparent powder for any color and type of skin. Paraben and 
fragrance-free. Perfectly applied using the Relouis Pro brushes.

FIXATION AND LONG WEARABILITY

Special absorbing components, being a part of the powder, absorb sebum, thus 
preventing appearance of oily shine. They fixate your make-up and make it long-
wear.

SKIN CARE

Natural tapioca starch, being a part of the powder, retains moisture and prevents 
skin dryness. Paraben and perfume-free

MULTIPURPOSENESS

Translucent powder is applied with a thin layer without bleaching your face. 
It makes the powder multipurpose. The powder is suitable for tanned skin in 
summer and for fair skin in winter, it goes with any concealer shade and is 
suitable for any skin undertones and any color of complexion type

BEAUTIFUL SKIN

Spherical particles of the high-definition (HD) powder, smooth the texture of your 
skin, making it look like it was edited in Photoshop, they make small blemishes 
less visible and give your face a lux effect of matte and cared-for skin without 
weighing and use of too much powder.

Closing dispenser:
Now it’s convenient to carry loose powder with you!

MAKE UP 
LIKE 

A PRO

АРТ. РБ 761-18

ХИТ ПРОДАЖ

RELOUIS PRO ICON LOOK SATIN FACE POWDER

Compact RELOUIS PRO ICON LOOK satin face powder is a unique 
product that combines all the best features:
• Lightweight perfect cover
• Oily shine control
• Perfect even tone
• Satin finish
• Effect of well-groomed flawless skin

АРТ. РБ 765-18

00 01

15

RELOUIS PRO MAKEUP FIXING SPRAY 3in1

Multifunctional makeup fixing spray with green tea aroma allows 
you to evenly apply and blend the foundation, provides excellent 
makeup fixation for the whole day, and prevents it from rolling off.
It instantly refreshes your skin and makeup and has a quick-drying 
non-sticky texture. Betaine in the spray composition has active 
moisturizing properties and relieves irritation.

1.To prepare the skin: apply the spray on clean skin to moisturize 
and prepare it for makeup
2. To fix makeup: fix makeup in the process of its creation or at 
the end

3. For refreshing throughout the day: spray any time to refresh 
your makeup or skin.

HOW TO APPLY:
Close your eyes and apply the spray evenly to your whole face 
from a distance of 15-20 cm
• Guaranteed long-lasting makeup
• Moisturizing the skin with betaine
• Fine spraying
• Light green tea aroma
• Alcohol, parabens and D5 free
• Vegan Friendly – does not contain components of animal
origin

АРТ. РБ 805-19

F A C I A L  M A K E - U P 
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COSMETIC BRUSH

Multipurpose make-up brush. Made of 
artificial fluff – nylon. Thanks to this, the 
brush can be used even by those who 
are allergic to natural components. The 
brush does not absorb, and therefore 
does not transfer skin oil to cosmetic 
products. This will prolong
the life of your compact products 
or products in balls, giving you the 
opportunity to enjoy their quality even 
longer! The brush is especially soft and 
pleasant to the touch. It can be used 
to apply compact and loose powder, 
blusher or products in balls. The brush
is convenient to carry in a cosmetic 
bag, as it is packed in an elegant metal 
case.
Made in Korea.

MAKE-UP PENCIL 
SHARPENER

The blade made of 
German steel guarantees 
ideally thin sharpening 
without breaking the rod. 
Made in Germany

COSMETIC COTTON PUFF 
WITH RIBBON

For finish or compact powders. Satin 
ribbon for easy use.

PUFF WITH SATIN TOP

For compact powder. The outer 
side of the puff is made of satin, 
while the inner side of natural
cotton for perfect application of 
powder.

АРТ. РБ 1542-13

АРТ. РБ 1511-02

АРТ. РБ 1544-14

COSMETIC LATEX 
SPONGE

Sponge is perfect for compact 
cream-powder.

АРТ. РБ 1533-14

A C C E S S O R I E S

СOSMETIC SPONGE
DREAM BLEND

Cosmetic sponge – the dream of perfect makeup has become reality!
 New cosmetic sponge Dream Blend helps to create perfectly even and uniform 
tonal coverage without lines and streaks.
This soft sponge will do great with applying and blending foundation cream, 
concealer and other products having a creamy texture.
Each side of the special drop-shaped sponge has its own functional feature.
The pointed tip accurately covers the hard-to-reach areas of the face, such as the 
area under the eyes, the wings of the nose.
Our sponge is latex free, which means it is absolutely
hypoallergenic and does not have any foreign odors. The rounded shape of the 
sponge helps to distribute the tone over the entire surface of the face perfectly 
and delicately.

АРТ. РБ 1534-19
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COMPLIMENTI
MATTIFIYING COMPACT POWDER

Barely tangible on the skin, silky matting powder Complimenti levels the 
tone of the face, makes the skin velvety and tender. Thanks to the powder 
included in the absorbent, the powder removes the greasy sheen from 
the T-zone and prevents its appearance. Esters of directional action in the 
product give the powder extra softness and silkiness.

АРТ. РБ 730-15

LOOSE POWDER

Semicoverage silky texture of loose powder is created for natural velvet finish of 
make-up. Easy to apply and distribute. It is applied with a powder-puff of natural 
cotton, does not bridge pores and let the skin breathe. The powder can also be 
applied with a Powder Brush from the collection of brushes RELOUIS PRO.

105 light beige
025 natural beige
161 sandy

АРТ. РБ 151-00

105

025

161

Finely dispersed texture will 
allow even application and 
distribution all over the face.

ALTA MODA
LOOSE POWDER

Delicate veil powder gives your makeup a perfect look and a natural finish. This 
powder is excellent for setting the foundation, as well as for applying solo. Shining 
particles, like stardust, create a blur effect, making your look 100% flawless in any 
situation.

• Blur effect
• Natural finish
• Convenient packaging with dispenser. You can carry the powder around all day 
long!

АРТ. РБ 764-18

01

02

03

01 porcelain skin
02 ivory
03 light ochre
04 natural beige
05 warm beige

ARTWORKLOOK PROFESSIONAL
COMPACT CREME POWDER

This is a compromise between durability, comfort and good 
corrective effects. Creamy and at the same time incredibly 
light texture of powder perfectly evens out the facial skin 
tone, without “heavy” make-up, hides all the skin blemishes, 
preparing the face, like a canvas, for further implementation of 
any creative ideas.

The choice of a professional is 
always in favor of high-quality 

products making face look 
natural and healthy and making 

makeup long-wear.

01 cream pastel
02 beige pastel
03 sand pastel
04 honey pastel

АРТ. РБ 750-14

01

02

03

04

01

02

03

04

05
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RELOUIS PRO HIGHLIGHTER COMPACT

● To make your skin natural and fresh, use RELOUIS 
PRO highlighter with a soft fluffy brush.
● To create evening images or looks for photo sessions, 
apply the product with light movements, as if you polish 
the skin. Such a strobing technique will create incredible 
cosmic glowing. 
● Two shades of highlighter of cool (01 PEARL) and warm 
(02 CHAMPAGNE) overtone will help you to pick up the 
perfect final touch.

RELOUIS PRO
SCULPTING POWDER

● Sculpting powder RELOUIS PRO 
was created to correct the shape and 
contour of the face.
● Universal shade is suitable for any 
type of appearance.
● Delicate texture will provide easy 
shading and you won’t put it too 
much!

RELOUIS PRO LIQUID 
HIGHLIGHTER

● Pearl micro pigments delicately 
reflect light, giving a silky shine to the 
skin.
● Particularly light texture is well 
distributed and fixed providing optimal 
wearability.
● Moisturizing ingredients provide 
comfort throughout a day.
● Natural argan oil as a part the 
highlighter makes the skin soft and 
nurtures skin.
● Paraben and fragrance-free.

RELOUIS PRO BLUSH 
COMPACT

● The blusher’s silky texture will give you a 
delicate satin finish.
● Thin application and easy shading with 
several brush strokes.
● Smile and apply the blusher on the 
cheeks for healthy complexion.
● Choose your ideal shades to create the 
final color accent in makeup.
Tones 75 BROWN SUGAR and 76 
SUN-KISSED can be used as a bronzer 
to create the effect of the skin “slightly 
touched by the sun”.

RELOUIS PRO BLUSH DUO
COMPACT

● Tones 201 and 202 are ideal for 
Draping fashion technique: apply
the darker shade of the blusher with a 
soft line under the cheekbones,
and the light one on the cheeks.

light shine

01 sunlight
02 moonlight

АРТ. РБ 759-17

2

АРТ. РБ 757-17

АРТ. РБ 760-17

АРТ. РБ 902-17

АРТ. РБ 758-17

71 day-spring 75 brown sugar73 juicy peach72 pink lily 74 lilac bunch 76 sun-kissed

01 universal

01

02

203 duo 204 duo202 duo201 duo 205 duo 206 duo

71 | 73 72 | 74 71 | 76 73 | 76 72 | 75 74 | 75
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Three steps  
to perfect face features

expressive 
contour

natural 
blush

3

11

2

2

2

3

1

2

2

01 pearl

02 champagne

F A C I A L  M A K E - U P 
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BEST SELLER

RELOUIS PRO
SHADING BRUSH
№5

● The flat brush makes it possible 
to work through movable eyelid 
surface with eye shadow, highli-
ght the area under your eyebrows 
with Relouis PRO highlighter and 
make fleck in
the inner corner of the eye. 

● Pony’s soft natural bristles 
allows picking up the product ea-
sily and makes even application 
possible.

АРТ. РБ 1559-17

natural

RELOUIS PRO DUO 
FIBER
№11

Recognized by professional 
makeup artists, the duo fiber 
brush will become your favorite 
tool for creating a weightless 
foundation coverage.
The brush combines bristles 
of different lengths: the white 
bristles apply the foundation, 
and elastic black bristles blend 
it at the same time. As a result, 
the foundation is applied thinly 
and evenly, and the skin looks 
natural.

АРТ. РБ 1563-18

synthetic

RELOUIS PRO
BROW&EYELINER
BRUSH
№6

Two-sided brow cosmetic 
brush: with applying eye 
shadow, lipstick or tint to your 
brows you can create the 
shape of your brows using an 
angled brush and do brow hairs 
with the wand. 

● The angled synthetic brush 
creates lines using eye shadow, 
gel or liquid eyeliner, as well 
as smoothly shades contour 
eye pencil.

● Straight cut of the brush ac-
curately highlights the contour 
of your lips and helps to apply 
liquid or cream lipstick.

● The wand helps to remove 
mascara excesses.

АРТ. РБ 1558-17

synthetic

RELOUIS PRO 
KABUKI BRUSH
№12

A true kabuki brush is a 
short-stem brush with densely 
packed bristles. This is how the 
first kabuki brushes, created 
in the Japanese theater of the 
same name, looked like.

Today, kabuki is one of the 
basic brushes suitable for 
everyday makeup. A rounded 
synthetic brush allows you to 
vary the degree of application 
from light to dense. It is the 
tight bristles that ensure even 
distribution of the product on 
the skin.

Experiment! Use kabuki to 
apply cream ICON LOOK face 
powder with circular move-
ments. Apply blush, bronzer 
and HD fixing powder touching 
your skin softly.

АРТ. РБ 1564-18

RELOUIS PRO 
BLENDING BRUSH
№4

● The form of the blending 
brush, that proved itself in the 
world, exists in the range of 
all the professional cosmetic 
brands.

● Thanks to its softness and 
tightness, natural bristles of 
the white goat blend dry eye 
shadow perfectly, creating 
delicate smoke.

●  The optimal size of the 
brush creates final touch of any 
make-up. 

АРТ. РБ 1561-17

RELOUIS PRO 
BLENDING BRUSH S
№10

The small size of the brush and 
the rounded shape are suitable 
for the precise creation of eye 
makeup: mark the lower eyelid 
with shadows, darken the outer 
corner or shade the eyelash 
row with the pencil.
The natural white goat bristles 
make the brush elastic and 
allow it to pick up the product 
well, and the addition of 
synthetic bristles increases the 
wear resistance of the brush by 
several times.
-natural white goat bristles with 
the addition of synthetic

АРТ. РБ 1565-18
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natural&
synthetic

natural&
synthetic

10

11

04

05

06

RELOUIS PRO
POWDER BRUSH 
№1

● Brush for powder of classic 
form can be used and is conve-
nient for applying dry cosmetic 
products.

●  The optimal size is suitable 
for any compact and loose 
powder as well as for ball 
blusher.

●  Powder cosmetic products 
are perfectly picked up with 
synthetic new generation 
bristles what makes it possible 
to apply them easily and gives 
thin perfect coating.

RELOUIS PRO
CONTOURING
BRUSH №9

● Classic diagonal cut of the 
brush makes applying Relouis 
PRO powder-sculpting
powder and highlighter particu-
larly convenient.

● The brush has a comfortable 
size for creating an ideal light-
and-dark correction
with one move on the chee-
kbones and lateral forehead 
surfaces.

● Synthetic high-quality bristles 
easily pick up and blend not 
only compact products,
but also cream products, for 
example, Relouis PRO liquid 
highlighter.

RELOUIS PRO
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
BRUSH S №7

● Round shape of bristles 
combined with a compact size 
is suitable for convenient
application of compact pro-
ducts. Applying powder to the 
area around the eyes and nose 
becomes more convenient, and 
the process of applying the 
sculpting powder and
highlighter becomes more 
accurate.

● This small multifunctional 
Relouis PRO brush (as well as 
the big one) consists of
bristles of the white goat. The-
se are softness and tightness 
that professionals choose this 
brush for.

АРТ. РБ 1555-17

АРТ. РБ 1553-17

АРТ. РБ 1553-17

M A K E - U P  B R U S H E S

АРТ. РБ 1557-17

synthetic

synthetic

RELOUIS PRO
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
BRUSH L №2

● The popular “candle” shape ma-
kes the brush all-purpose. Apply 
any compact and loose product, 
powder or blusher, highlighter or 
sculpting powder on your face 
using this brush.

● Natural bristles of the white goat 
are not only soft by touch but also 
are elastic enough to be easily 
applied and shade dry cosmetic 
products.
white goat with synthetic bristles

АРТ. РБ 1556-17
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RELOUIS PRO
FOUNDATION
BRUSH №3

● Brush of small size makes 
it possible to apply not only 
foundation but also other 
cream and liquid products: 
blusher, sculpting powder, 
highlighter, etc.

● Synthetic densely packed 
bristles do not absorb 
products, so the foundation is 
used sparingly, and the brush 
is cleaned easily and serves for 
a long time.

RELOUIS PRO
PENCIL BRUSH №8

● Round brush with a sharped 
nib is essential for creation of 
eye make-up of any type. You 
can highlight the fold of the 
upper eyelid, draw eyelashes 
contour and work lower eyelid 
through.

● Pony’s soft natural bristles 
allows picking up the product 
easily and makes even applica-
tion possible.

АРТ. РБ 1554-17

АРТ. РБ 1560-17

natural

synthetic

natural&
synthetic

natural&
synthetic

09

07

03

08

powder blush bronzer

powder blush bronzer

sculptor highlighter foundation cream
blush

cream
sculptor

cream
highlighter

mineral
powder

eyeshadows

eyeshadows

for eye lining eyelash combing
eyebrow styling

sculptor highlighter powder

eyeshadows

sculptor highlighter
sculptor

cream
highlighter

foundation powder

blush

blush bronzer powder

eyeshadows pencil 
eyeliner



 
 

 

 

EYEBROW PENCIL
 
You can get expressive look with the correct shape of the 
eyebrows. Relouis pencil for correction of the shape and 
color of eyebrows suits perfectly for creating natural make-
up.

05 chocolate
06 smoky

01 blond
02 brown
03 dark brown
04 taupe

BROW PERMANENT MARKER

Drawn by a thin applicator, the hairs merge with the natural 
ones, forming a natural effect with visual volume. In addition, 
the marker does not require shading. The finest lines dry up 
at once, creating the effect of permanent makeup on the 
eyebrows. The applicator allows you to draw each hair, as well 
as vary the line intensity.

Storage method : To extend 
the life of the product, store 
it vertically with the cap 
down.

BROW WOW
EYEBROW MECHANICAL PENCIL

● Special powder texture does not require additional shading.
● Provides the effect of expressive and well-cared-for natural 
eyebrows.
● Provides saturation and color uniformity.
● No need to sharpen.

01 blonde
02 taupe
03 medium brown
04 soft brown

FIX&COLOR PROFESSIONAL
EYEBROW COLOR GEL

The gel not only paints every hair thanks to a small brush, 
but also creates a protective film with fixing properties. 
Glycerin, contained in the gel, moisturizes the eyebrows, 
giving them shine and softness. Special “Y”–shaped nylon 
fibers visually increase the number of hairs, leaving no 
empty spaces.

АРТ. РБ 1706-15 АРТ. РБ 1213-14

recommended 
by professional
makeup artists

recommended 
by professional
makeup artists

АРТ. РБ 1710-16 АРТ. РБ 1707-16

01 02

03 04 01 02

03 04

01

02

03

04

01 02 04

05 06

01 brown
02 dark gray
04 black

recommended 
by professional
makeup artists
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RELOUIS PRO BROW POWDER

• Formula approved by makeup artists.
• Two effects: sharp lines and shaded haze.
• Creamy powder texture is applied easily and accurately, without leaving gaps 
and irregularities.
• Fine pigments provide intensity and color saturation.
• Each tone combines two shades to give eyebrows extra
volume: lighter for the internal edge of the eyebrow, darker for the
external.
• Botanical oils make skin feel comfortable. Vitamin E has a powerful antioxidant 
effect, it softens and protects the skin.

АРТ. РБ 763-18

RELOUIS PRO PERFECT FIXING BROW GEL
TRANSPARENT EYEBROW GEL

• the product perfectly fixes and sets eyebrows in the desired direction,
disciplines even the most naughty hairs. The gel stays put all day. It shapes 
the eyebrows, and creates extra volume.
• Chitin, panthenol and hyaluronic acid salts strengthen, protect and
restore eyebrows by grooming them.
• The transparent texture of the gel is suitable for any hair color. It does not 
leave any white marks.
• Can be used separately as well as over other
eyebrow products, prolonging their long-wear.
• Convenient brush distributes the gel over the eyebrows evenly and neatly,
dyes every hair and makes your eyebrows looking well-cared-for and neat.

АРТ. РБ 1214-18

B R O W  M A K E - U P
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01 0302

01 blonde
02 taupe
03 dark brown
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BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER

PARADISO NUDE EYESHADOW PALETTE

A new definition of the usual nude makeup. Easy blending and high pigmentation of 
nine shades in four textures: matte silky to create the base of any
makeup, delicate satin for a soft shine, metallic mirror for a bright effect and glittering 
duochrome sparkle for a fashionable accent.

АРТ. РБ 769-19

E Y E S  M A K E - U P

01 ivory matte
02 peachy keen metal
03 warm taupe matte
04 veil satin
05 birthday wish sparkle

06 lava metal
07 cocoa milk metal
08 aubergine satin
09 dark chocolate matte

CLASSIC NUDE

BRIGHT&TRENDY

SPARKLE SMOKEY
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colorless

transparent

PERFECT 
EYEBROWS – 
YOUR 
EXPRESSIVE 
LOOK

COSMETIC GEL 
FOR EYELASHES AND EYEBROWS

● New gel texture provides improved fixation and 
durability.
● Creates a barrier from external effects, forming a 
thin invisible film.
● Moisturizes, preventing drying and fragility.
● Restores the damaged structure thanks to the 
active components
(chitin, panthenol).
● Puts the eyebrows into shape and keeps it during 
the day.
● Suitable for daily use.
Transparent

LONG EYELASHES
EYELASH GROWTH GEL

The gel contains kiwi water, panthenol and cerami-
des – active moisturizing ingredients that nourish the 
eyelashes from the inside, facilitating and accelera-
ting their growth. Kiwi water and ceramides ensure 
constant moisturizing, preventing loss of moisture and 
making eyelashes look healthy. Panthenol protects the 
eyelashes structure, improves their shine and flexibility, 
and makes the eyelashes more resistant to negative 
effects of the environment.

АРТ. РБ 1211-01

АРТ. РБ 1212-11

B R O W  M A K E - U P
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NEW
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RELOUIS PRO EYESHADOW SATIN

● Classic delicate glowing: a win make-up for 
daytime and for the evening
● Eye shape correction: use tones 31 ICE-CREAM 
and 32 ROSE
QIARTZ as a highlighter in the bend of the 
eyebrow, in the inner corner and in the center of 
the eyelid
● Easy to use: satin eye shadows require 
minimum effort for shading

RELOUIS PRO EYESHADOW METAL

● Ultra-fashion make-up: apply just metallic eye 
shadows for an expressive image.
● Shiny accents: RELOUIS PRO metallic shades 
will add variety to the usual eye makeup and 
complement MATTE and SATIN textures.
● Metallic mirror gloss: soft creamy texture is 
better seen when applied with fingers.

АРТ. РБ 754-17

АРТ. РБ 755-17

31 ice-cream

32 rose quartz

33 camel

34 cinnamon

35 green tea

51 peachy keen

52 cocoa milk

53 oh my gold!

54 amber

55 anthracite

14
101
15

11
102
12

33
103
13

14
104
13

16
106
17

35
110
34

51
111
54

51
112
52

53
113
55
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Soft and silky texture: eye shadows are put on the brush and shaded on the skin very well
High pigmentation: deep color with several brush moves
Good durability: be sure about the makeup during the day
Universal color range: warm and cold base tones, and shades for accents

RELOUIS PRO EYESHADOW MATTE

● Basic make-up for any age: RELOUIS PRO matte eye shadows visually
hide blemishes and smooth the surface of the eyelid
● Correction of the shape of the eyes: the tones 12 WARM TAUPE and 15
TAUPE are perfect for darkening the folds of the upper eyelid
● Matte eye shadows is a perfect base for other textures of RELOUIS PRO
eye shadows: apply METAL or SATIN eyeshadow for shining

RELOUIS PRO
EYESHADOW DUO

Recommended for use 
with eyeshadow base 

Three incredible eyeshadow 
textures for trendy eye 

make-up!

ivory 11

warm taupe 12

iced coffee 13

mauve 14

taupe 15

sharkskin 16

carbon 17

АРТ. РБ 753-17

АРТ. РБ 756-17

E Y E S  M A K E - U P
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АРТ. РБ 768-19

RELOUIS PRO PICASSO LIMITED EDITION

Inspired by the bright colors of the paintings by the great Picasso,
the range of RELOUIS PRO eyeshadows impresses with a variety of shades:
01 MUSTARD — trendy matte mustard
02 EMERALD — emerald green metallic
03 BAKED CLAY — bright terracotta matte
04 NAVY BLUE — royal blue metallic
05 DUSTY ROSE — dusty pink metallic
06 DARK ORCHID — deep purple metallic
Intensive color, easy shading of the matte texture and dense multifaceted 
shine of the metallic are the features that give you unlimited freedom to 
express yourself.
Set bright accents, surprise with bold mono-makeup! Stun with graphic 
eyeliners or colorful smokey eyes! Using several shades together, let your 
imagination run riot, enjoy the process and the result of makeup, as an artist 
enjoys, creating his painting.
With RELOUIS PRO Picasso Limited Edition eyeshadows
YOU ARE A WORK OF ART!

 01 MUSTARD

 04 NAVY BLUE

 03 BAKED CLAY

 05 DUSTY ROSE

2928

АРТ. РБ 767-19

02 pastel unicorn
03 mint unicorn
04 lavender unicorn
05 woody unicorn

0302

04 05

UNICORN KISS
HOLOGRAPHIC HIGHLIGHTER COMPACT

Delicate texture of the holographic highlighter gives your skin
a bright glow. Incredible holographic radiance looks like a Unicorn kiss. Three 
colors in one pack! Mix the blue and pink tones to get lilac, or use the colors 
separately. Your look will not go unnoticed!

АРТ. РБ 766-19

АРТ. РБ 610-19

Recommended 
for use with the 
eyeshadow base

UNICORN KISS
TINTED LIP BALM WITH SHEA 
BUTTER

Highlight the natural color of your lips 
with the magic tint balm! It’s a unique 
product that combines 2 functions – 
balm and tint. Due to the shea butter 
in its composition, the lip balm makes 
your lips incredibly soft and moist. pH 
regulators give a pink shade to your 
lips, which intensity depends on pH of 
your lips.

UNICORN KISS
PIGMENTED EYESHADOWS

Shimmering veil or foil effect. It’s up to you to choose how you want to 
look today!! Six incredibly beautiful shades to create fantastic eye makeup. 
These pigmented eyeshadows are multifunctional:
• apply any shade with a flat brush or with your finger over the Color 
Designer Eye Shadow Base;
• blend the pigmented eyeshadows with the RELOUIS PRO shading brush 
to create a delicate shimmering haze;
• use the Artistic Color Kajal Contour colored pencils to find new color 
combinations!



 

 

ARTISTIC VELVET KAJAL CONTOUR
MECHANICAL EYELINER

Soft creamy texture. Saturated shades – black and chocolate. 
Suitable for all types of lines – strokes, strict lines, smoky eyes, 
inner contour. Water-proof effect. Make-up durability: up to 8 
hours. 

01 black
02 dark gray
03 brown
04 blue
05 green
07 white

АРТ. РБ 1704-13

recommended 
by professional
makeup artists

01 black 02 brown

EYELINER PENCIL WITH 
VITAMIN E

Soft texture of the pencils is 
designed specifically for the 
sensitive skin around the eyes. 
Gently applies without scratching 
your eyelids. Using a white pencil, 
you can lighten the inside of the 
corners of your eyes, giving them a 
glowing effect and emphasizing the 
depth of your look.

АРТ. РБ 1709-16

01

02

03

04

05

07

ADD
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ARTISTIC COLOR KAJAL CONTOUR

● Long lasting texture – up to 12 hours
● Waterproof
● Intence Color
● Smudgeproof

01 Champagne – delicate shimmering pearl
02 Indigo Blue – deep mate blue
03 Gold Sunset – metallic pinky beige
04 Ultraviolet – trendy shimmering violet
05 Olive Khaki – rich shimmering khaki
06 bronze - metallic bronze
07 turquoise - shimmer turquoise
08 gunpowder - shimmer graphite
09 twilight sky - shimmer blue with a little pearl
10 marsala - shimmer burgundy

      BE BRIGHT
BE BRAVE
BE YOURSELF

АРТ. РБ 1711-18

01
champagne

02
indigo blue

03
gold sunset 

04
ultraviolet

05
olive khaki

30

06
bronze

07
turquoise

08
gunpowder 

09
twilight sky

10
marsala

HOW TO APPLY?

like kajal on the eye mucosa
to touch up the space between lashes
to draw eye lines
as a base for colored makeup
to blend in, using it as eye shadows, in 
the lower/upper eyelid

E Y E S  M A K E - U P

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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black

black

black

Eyelines – secret
weapon of 

every woman

ELITE
EYELINER

Special applicator allows you to make a clear 
line and make the makeup more vivid and 
expressive in one move. Dries quickly, does not 
spread.

DEER EYES PROFESSIONAL
EYELINER

Extremely chic and at the same time refined make-up 
with the “deer eyes” effect allows you to emphasize 
the natural expressiveness and beauty of woman’s 
face.
● Thin brush will make clear lines of any thickness.
● Saturated black color will make the look even more 
sincere and expressive.
● Thanks to the special stable texture of the eyeliner, 
you can draw an ideal line near the eyelashes, making 
them thick look and fluffy.

ARTISTIC ELEGANT SLIM CONTOUR
EYELINER-MARKER

● Extremely black color.
● Water-proof formula.
● Make-up durability: up to 14 hours.
● Thin convenient applicator.
● Individual vacuum packing.

recommended 
by professional
makeup artists

АРТ. РБ 1421-02

АРТ. РБ 1705-13АРТ. РБ 1415-14

For longer use, keep the 
eyeliner-marker with the 
applicator down.

LEGAL EYES
COLOR EYELINER 

3 most fashionable and sought-after colors of the 
season! Thin brush helps to create perfect eyeliners of 
the desired width. The eyeliner holds great, does not 
flow and does not leave marks, it is easily removed. 
Noble, deep and saturated colors perfectly match any 
situation which makes them so legit!

АРТ. РБ 1416-17

02
Night 

Ocean

03
Dark 

Chocolate

01
Deep 
Purple
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PARADISO SPARKLE COLOR EYELINER

Brilliant accent!! The eyeliner glides smoothly and is applied evenly, creating smooth 
and shiny eye liners.
It does not bleed or smear. It can be used as liquid eyeshadow.

The trendy texture is presented in the most popular shades: two glitter ones – pink 
and gold for trendy “shining” eye liners + three pearl metallic shades.

With eyeliners, you can create a universal daytime makeup by drawing a thin eye liner 
or putting accents in makeup with a black eyeliner, and give free rein to your fantasy, 
creating an elegant festive look with a wider or even double eye liner, or with several 
shades in one makeup at once.

PARADISO VINYL BLACK EYELINER

Liquid ultra-black eyeliner with a trendy vinyl finish. Glossy, as if wet,
the effect will add expressiveness to your look, and a thin brush will create perfect 
eye liners. Большое преимущество: подводка снимается без разводов и пятен, 
легко удаляясь одним движением.
The eye liners last all day, do not bleed and do not smear. Advantage: the eyeliner is 
easily removed in one motion, without stains and spots.

АРТ. РБ 1418-19 АРТ. РБ 1419-19

 01 MY PLEASURE  02 TAPENADE

 03 SMOKY PLUM  04 GOOD AS GOLD

 05 BORDEAUX
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PARADISO FAN VOLUME MASCARA

Widely opened glance, like a fan, an incredible volume 
and curvature of your eyelashes! A special comfortable 
pile brush, which is perfect for any eyelashes, and a
special mascara formula provide easy application 
without gluing. Perfect mascara for true admirers of 
curled and voluminous eyelashes!

black

COMPLIMENTI
SUPER VOLUMIZING MASCARA 

Italian brush of the larger format creates over-vo-
lume thanks to broad space between the fibers. 
It not only increases the volume with every sweep 
up to the infinity, but also separates the eyelashes, 
saving their natural look. Special creamy texture 
of the mascara makes the eyelashes thick and 
seductive!

АРТ. РБ 467-15

black

COMPLIMENTI
SUPER VOLUMIZING MASCARA 

Italian brush of the larger format creates over-vo-
lume thanks to broad space between the fibers. 
It not only increases the volume with every sweep 
up to the infinity, but also separates the eyelashes, 
saving their natural look. Special creamy texture 
of the mascara makes the eyelashes thick and 
seductive!

Elegance and 
sensuality in every 

sweep of your 
eyelashes!

АРТ. РБ 466-15 АРТ. РБ 479-19
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RELOUIS PRO 24 HOUR EYELINER

Perfect eyelines in one stroke! A true professional approach to 
creating makeup.
Drawing eyelines has never been easier! Eyeliner texture has a 
unique durability – 24 hours, and it does not smudge, does not 
spread, does not print. Water-resistant. Deep black color and matte 
finish. The eyeliner glides on smoothly and the handy applicator 
creates the perfect eyelines that will last all day.
The most important and incredible properties for long-lasting and 
bright makeup in one eyeliner!

• Matte Finish
• Long-Lasting 24H

• Waterproof
• Intense black
• Smudgeproof

• No transfer

АРТ. РБ 1417-20

For longer use, keep the 
eyeliner-marker with the 
applicator down.

E Y E S  M A K E - U P
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BEST SELLER

black

black

TOP MODEL
VOLUME + LENGTH MASCARA 

The Top Model mascara will perfectly lengthen 
your eyelashes and provide an incredible volume! 
A small plastic brush will allow achieving excellent 
separation of the eyelashes, bringing them to 
perfection and paying attention to the shortest 
eyelashes in the corners of the eyes!

DEEP BLACK
SUPER VOLUMIZING MASCARA 

Special properties of the mascara are revealed in 
its name – DEEP BLACK color is achieved thanks 
to the carbon. In addition, the exclusive formula 
of the mascara is enriched with micro particles, 
making the lashes super-volume. All this gives your 
look a mysterious expressiveness and magical 
charm.

АРТ. РБ 457-12

АРТ. РБ 404-07
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EMOTION PROOF
WATERPROOF MASCARA

Sensation from Relouis – Emotion Proof 
waterproof mascara! You are attractive and 
self-confident under any conditions. Bonus: 
the mascara has a unique component in its 
composition – bisabolol, which has a caring 
effect. Mascara should be removed with a two-
phase solution for waterproof makeup removal.

• in the rain, 
snow or 
strong wind

• in the pool, 
sauna or on 
the beach

• when tears 
of joy and 
happiness

The mascara is 100% 
waterproof and can 

stand any emotions!

АРТ. РБ 476-17

Your eyelashes 
are always 
luxurious:
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black

black

PROFESSIONAL
FALSE LASHES 
EFFECT MASCARA

The elastic texture of the Professional mascara 
makes it easy to achieve the effect of false 
eyelashes, increasing their volume over and over 
again with every application. A special plastic 
brush will remove mascara excesses, make your 
look expressive, and eyelashes neat.

ELITE TRIPLE EFFECT
MASCARA

With one movement you can get impressive 
results. Firstly, the mascara increases the volume 
of eyelashes, secondly, lengthens them, and, 
thirdly, curls without additional efforts.

АРТ. РБ 456-12

АРТ. РБ 403-06

E Y E S  M A K E - U P

XXXL EXTREME EXCITING
EXCLUSIVE LUXURY

MASCARA 

Combination of soft creamy texture of the mascara and 
elegant plastic brush allows you to paint over every 

eyelash, creating overwhelming volume, while maintaining 
the effect of lightness and leaving no clumps.

АРТ. РБ 458-13

Take 
a bold 

step!
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BEST SELLER

LUSH LASHES
MASCARA

“Lush Lashes” mascara gives the eyelashes 
both dizzy volume and unusual length. Specially 
designed, super-fluffy brush separates the lashes, 
combing and separating them from each other, 
makes them lush and neat. None of your lashes 
will be left without attention – the brush carefully 
“wraps” each with mascara, make them look the 
way you want. Light curved shape of the brush 
allows you to change the bend of the eyelashes, 
making your makeup perfect!

ROSE SCENT LUSH LASHES
MASCARA

New hit is an improved version of one of the most 
popular products of the Relouis collection. The 
new “Lush Eyelashes” has an improved plastic 
brush, which allows  you to achieve the effect of 
voluminous eyelashes and expressive look. And a 
small “compliment” from the creators: now your 
favorite mascara has a tender scent of a rose, the 
most sensual flower. The mascara was tested in 
the independent Italian clinical laboratory, with 
the ophthalmic control performed. Studies have 
showed that even those who wear contact lenses 
can please the eyelashes with a unique aroma.

BIG BOMBLE BEE (BBB)
PANORAMIC EFFECT MASCARA

Explosive volume effect! Completely new 
format of mascara, new impressions, incredibly 
volume and fluffy eyelashes! The effect of 
open eyelashes is achieved thanks to a special 
combination of brush and texture in BBB. The 
brush distributes the eyelashes in the direction 
of their growth and puts them into a spectacular 
panorama, making the look more sincere and 
inspired.

DELICIOUS DRAMATIC
DECISION (DDD)
SCENE EFFECT VOLUME MASCARA

Delicious Dramatic Decision scene volume 
mascara is the embodiment of your look! 
Working through every detail, every small piece 
in the way we look, we pay special attention to 
the eyes. Passion and sensuality, delight and 
admiration … You can convey each of these 
emotions with the help of the new extra black 
mascara by Relouis – DDD. Dramatic, thick 
and black eyelashes will give your look special 
languor and charm.

АРТ. РБ 455-11АРТ. РБ 405-07

АРТ. РБ 469-16 АРТ. РБ 468-16

black
black

black

black
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BIG AND BIGGER LASHES
MEGA VOLUME MASCARA

COMBO-BOMB: we combined a specially 
developed texture of the mascara with a brush, 
which has proved itself with the customers, to 
create the eyelashes that have never existed 
before! The new mascara will give you incre-
dible volume, length and separation! Do you 
always want more? Start with Big&Bigger!

АРТ. РБ 475-17

There never were so many eyelashes!

mega volume
c u r l  a n d  s h a p e

length and separation

E Y E S  M A K E - U P
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BEST SELLER

black

black

GOLD 
VOLUME MASCARA

Volume mascara Gold has a multipurpose 
bristle brush, very convenient for eyelashes of 
any size and shape. Mascara will make your 
eyes look bigger and give you an expressive 
look with voluminous, fluffy eyelashes that will 
become the basis of your perfect image!

GOLD
CURVE EFFECT MASCARA 

The curl mascara Gold with will amaze you with the 
effect that is achieved thanks to high-quality raw 
materials and a unique curved brush! The mascara 
curls your eyelashes from the base, as if you used 
eyelash extension tweezers! Gorgeous wide-open 
look – you are in the spotlight!

DOLLY
VOLUME MASCARA 

A languishing, enticing, mysterious look… Is it really 
possible for somebody to resist it? We cannot! The 
Dolly volumizing mascara carefully paints every 
eyelash creating the effect of ideally thick eyelashes, 
making you feel confident throughout the day!

DOLLY 
LENGTH MASCARA

Does length matter? Your eyelashes know for sure that 
it does! That’s why you definitely need to try the Dolly 
lengthening mascara. We’ve waited for it for so long 
- long, natty eyelashes that make the look expressive 
and wide open, – you will receive compliments more 
frequently!

АРТ. РБ 401-01 АРТ. РБ 411-01

АРТ. РБ 431-01АРТ. РБ 451-01

black
black

4141

LIFT UP & VOLUME MASCARA LA MIA ITALIA

New mascara with a creamy texture and specially designed comfortable 
curved plastic brush for creating volume and curling your eyelashes!
LIFT UP - YOUR LASHES ARE UP TO HEIGHT LIKE NEVER BEFORE! 
VOLUME – MAXIMUM VOLUME ON OPEN EYELASHES!
With this mascara, you get spectacular natural lush lashes, arranged “one 
to one” without lumps, without gluing and weighting of look. Incredible 
eyelash lifting effect! Like fake bunches on your eyes – with one stroke of 
mascara La Mia Italia!
How to get maximum effect? The flat side of the brush allows to apply just 
enough mascara to achieve an impressive volume, while the long and short 
bristled sides help to comb through the lashes perfectly. Mascara gives its 
owner a wide open look and volume without sticking!

АРТ. РБ 480-20
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 01 DEJA VU  02 BALLERINA

 03 DEVOTION  04 FLAMINGO

 05 TRENDSETTER  06 FRANKLY SPEAKING

 07 HONEYMOON  08 TEDDY BEAR

 09 WINE NIGHT  10 READY TO GO

PARADISO LONG-LASTING MATTE LIPSTICK

Saturated color from the first application and weightless coverage. The
lipstick visually increases the volume of your lips, and a specially selected
soft flat applicator perfectly applies the lipstick, spreads it evenly from the
first application and creates a clear contour.

The long-lasting matte lipstick does not dry out your lips, feels comfortable and lasts 
all day.

АРТ. РБ 736-19
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EXTRA LASH
MASCARA

Make your EXTRA choice in favor of beauty! 
Chose Extra Lash by Relouis! EXTRA LASH – do 
you want to give the eyelashes volume and make 
them longer? Try double effect mascara in
combination with new plastic brush!

BEST CLUBBY
LENGTH+VOLUME MASCARA

Best Clubby Mascara is the best addition for eve-
ning or special makeup! Rounded and expressive 
shapes of the brush give stunning volume and 
length!
• Volume, length, bend
• Thick, fluffy eyelashes
• Moderate fixation of shape
• Rich, creamy texture
• Intensive pigmentation

АРТ. РБ 407-08 АРТ. РБ 465-14

black

E Y E S  M A K E - U P

black

LASH COUTURIER ALTA MODA
SUPER VOLUME MASCARA

The is the mascara the success of which consists of 
details: Italian brush – where each row of silicone fibers 
carries a special mission – to comb the eyelashes and 
to distribute the mascara evenly; special shape of the 
brush, ready to give the effect of an open look, lifting 
the eyelashes from their roots; texture of the mascara 
that envelops each eyelash, saving natural flexibility, 
increasing the volume with every sweep.
• gives incredible volume, evenly distributing the 
mascara with an innovative brush
• creates an open-eye effect, lifting the eyelashes from 
their roots
• separates the eyelashes, saving their natural flexibility
• no clumps or flakes

АРТ. РБ 470-16

black

MASCARAD
VOLUME MASCARA

With the new formula of our color mascara, you will have 
everything dreamed about! Extra volume, extra color and 
extra lengthening are not a myth. Five saturated, noble, 
colored shades will create a unique and original image, and 
long and voluminous eyelashes will make you feel like the 
queen of any ball! The masquerade ball.

АРТ. РБ 472-17

blue

АРТ. РБ 474-17

green

АРТ. РБ 473-17

brown

АРТ. РБ 477-17

eggplant

АРТ. РБ 478-18

violet
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Each girl makes personal 
requirements for mascara, but only 
the Lash Couturier mascara is able 
to meet the requirements of the 
most demanding fashionistas!

NEW

EVERYDAY PLEASURE



 

 

LIP LINER PENCIL WITH 
VITAMIN E

Classic wooden pencils with soft lead are 
very convenient and long-lasting. Perfect gli-
ding of the pencil on the lips. Easy shading. 
Excellent stability when applied with lipstick 
or gloss. Vitamin E provides care for the lips.

You can also use a pencil as an independent 
tool, applying it as a lipstick. To do this, 
gently circle the lip contour with your favorite 
shade and then fill your lips with a pencil for 
a perfect look. Persistent texture of the pencil 
and soft application will give you an even 
dense shade and perfect lips all day long!

АРТ. РБ 1708-16
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METALLIC VELVET
LIQUID LIPSTICK

Velvet matte finish. Soft comfortable texture. Ultrafashionable delicate shining. 
Volume lips effect thanks to metallic micro particles. High persistence.

АРТ. РБ 735-17

L I P S  M A K E - U P

 01 WEEKENDS  03 MISSING YOU 02 ELECTRIC CITY

 04 ALIVE  05 FEEL IT

 07 XOXO

 06 SEE YOU

 09 INFINITY  10 FASHION BEATS
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HEAVY METAL
LIQUID LIPSTICK 

The HE AVY METAL is a unique combination of two opposite effects in one: 
metallic shining and matt finish! 

АРТ. РБ 734-17

If your lips are flaky, perform a peeling procedure that 
is easily done at home before using the lipstick. Then 
moisture the lips with a hygienic lipstick or balm. Be 
irresistible!

03

06

08

6

THE MODEL WEARS 
METALLIC VELVET 

07 ХОХО

hours 
of perfect 
velvet lips



NUDE MATTE COMPLIMENTI
LIQUID MATTE LIPSTICK

Matte lipstick is an absolute hit of the fashion world. Leading 
makeup artists prefer nude makeup, where matte lips of natural 
shades act as an irreplaceable detail. The Nude Matte liquid lipstick 
will allow you to create just such a trendy image. A soft weightless 
mousse texture of the lipstick is applied with easy movements. It 
is comfortable and stable throughout the day. 10 most general and 
popular nude shades allow you to choose lipstick for any occasion, 
always looking stylish and fashionable. The Nude Matte is your 
particular feature for all occasions!

АРТ. РБ 733-16
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TRUE MATTE COMPLIMENTI
LIQUID MATTE LIPSTICK

● Absolutely matte effect, without a hint 
of glowing!
● Completely covers the color of the lips 
with the first application!
●Only bright dashing shades, no underto-
nes, no compromises!
● The liquid texture quickly turns into a 
perfect matte finish!
● Persistent color, challenging even the 
most passionate kisses!
● Comfortable and impalpable - your lips 
are always in the limelight!

АРТ. РБ 732-15
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One click – and eclusive case will 
open all the secrets  of La Mia Italia 

lipstick pleasure  

LA MIA ITALIA
LIPSTICK

The special formula of the new La Mia Italia lipstick 
will change your idea of beauty and comfort! Incre-
dibly soft and irresistibly light texture, gives your 
lips a delicate shine, moisturizing and bright lasting
color. An exclusive elegant case will reveal all the 
secrets of pleasure from La Mia Italia lipstick with 
one click – just push the golden bottom of the 
lipstick! The range of 16 trending colors includes
the latest fashion trends.

01 Trendy Pink Pastel
02 Trendy Pink Gentle
03 Trendy Pink Sweet
04 Trendy Pink Berry
05 Trendy Nude Creamy
06 Trendy Nude Natural
07 Trendy Nude Coffee

You can find an appropriate tone of the pencil with 
vitamin E next to the number of the lipstick tone.

PREMIUM
QUALITY

TRENDY
COLORS

АРТ. РБ 704-14

01
(09)

02
(11)

03
(09)

04
(11)

05
(20)

06
(20)

07
(02)

08
(07,10)

09
(16)

12
(04)

13
(18)

14
(18)

16
(07)

08 Trendy Nude Dark
09 Trendy Red Corall
12 Trendy Red Rubin
13 Trendy Wine Rich
14 Trendy Wine Orphic
16 Trendy Wine Plum
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940
(02)

943
(07,10)

942
(09,11)

944
(11)

945

947
(16)

948
(11)

950
(09,11)

949
(09,10)

951
(05)

ALTA MODA MATT LIPSTICK

The Alta Moda matte lipstick is a harmonious 
combination of ideal matte finish and saturated fast color. 
It has a dense texture; nevertheless it is easy to apply. 
It makes the lips soft and velvet. Gamma of 20 velvet 
tones provides the lips with even deep color through 
exquisite shades. Like a second skin, matt lipstick is put 
on the lips emphasizing their natural surface. That is why 
it is important to exfoliate and moisturize the lips before 
applying the lipstick.

01 Nude Velvet
02 Rosy Velvet
03 Hazel Velvet
04 Creamy Velvet
05 Lilac Velvet
06 Mauve Velvet
07 Punch Velvet
08 Peony Velvet
09 Raspberry Velvet

10 Fuchsia Velvet
11 Coral Velvet
12 Scarlet Velvet
14 Red Velvet
15 Berry Velvet
16 Bordo Velvet
18 Smoky Velvet
19 Marsala Velvet
20 Purple Velvet

АРТ. РБ 520-16

01 050302 04

06 100807 09

11 1512 14 16

2018 19

PERFECT 
LIPSTICK FOR 

YOUR BRILLIANT 
IMAGE

Since ancient 
times, sapphire has 
been known for its 
magical properties 

guaranteeing success 
to its owner. With the 

SAPPHIRE lipstick, 
you will find your 

talisman of success.

SAPPHIRE SATIN LIPSTICK

Soft texture of satin lipstick gives the 
lips delicate glowing and smooth rich 
color. The intrigue and special charm 
of the satin lipstick is in its properties 
that successfully combine all the best 
qualities of Sapphire lipstick – silkiness 
and softness of a matt lipstick and light 
satin glow of a glossy one. Hyaluronic 
acid gives additional moisturizing to the 
lips, it softens and protects them, giving 
gentle care.

АРТ. РБ 778-14

940 aristocratic
942 marvelous
943 perfect
944 magic
945 enticing

947 flaming
948 feminine
949 stylish
950 attractive
951 heady

the lipstick 
contains 

hyaluronic acid
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PARADISO WET LIP GLOSS

The lip gloss of the new generation! Non-sticky texture without bleeding.
The combination of color and glossy shine. The gloss gives your lips a boost of 
hydration and visually increases their volume.

A specially selected soft flat applicator spreads the gloss evenly from the first 
application.

 01 DO MY BEST  02 ROSE DAWN

 03 INDEPENDENC  04 FIRST DATE

 05 DON’T STOP  06 RELAX ON MONDAY

 07 LOVE ADDICTION  08 CARAMEL APPLE

    the shade contains sparkles

АРТ. РБ 1520-19

51

YOUR
 FAVOURITE

LIPSTICK
PREMIUM GOLD

LIPSTICK

This is the lipstick that you have already loved. 
Improved formula and creamy texture make your lips 

incredibly soft and attractive. New shades are the 
most popular tones that give the look delicacy and 

sophistication. The lipstick is easy to apply and feels 
comfortable on the lips. A case in the new design is a 

pleasant addition that will delight any girl.

You can find an appropriate tone of the pencil with 
vitamin E next to the number of the lipstick tone.
The tones     contain soft mother-of-pearl for silk finish 
on the lips.

АРТ. РБ 553-16
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 RELOUIS PRO LIP GLASS

One of the hottest trends is a transparent lip gloss with a “liquid glass” effect! It 
creates a smooth, super-glossy finish on the lips, transforming any lip makeup into a 
work of art!
Perfect glossy finish. Three-dimensional volume effect. No spreading - these are the 
three main features of our product.

The gloss texture is thick, applies perfectly on the lips.

At the same time, the lips look juicy, hydrated, more voluminous and also natural.

The gloss looks great on its own and with lipsticks as a top coat, giving them a 
lacquered finish. The gloss stays on the lips for a long time and retains a perfect 
glossy look.
Your lips look sensual and eye-catching! Today, lacquered transparent gloss takes 
first place in the list of the most used makeup on the catwalks: makeup artists use it 
in full in creating images for fashion shows and apply the product not only on the lips, 
but also on the skin, on dry shadows, on glitter. Applied as a top (on top of another 
product), the gloss makes any color more intense and voluminous – as if you are 
looking at it through glass. The flat applicator helps to draw the perfect amount of 
gloss and distribute it evenly for a “liquid glass” effect.

03 peachy nectar
05 sweet dreams
06 first kiss
08 rowan beads
13 raspberry ice cream
16 purple sunset

LA MIA ITALIA
LIP GLOSS 

Like foreseeing your secret wishes, the light texture of the La Mia 
Italia new lip gloss by Relouis does not stick or spread and is 
applied evenly without leaving strips or stains. Trend shades and 
variety of La Mia Italia gloss effects will suit the taste of lovers of 
both light natural shades and bright pearlescent palette. Shea butter 
contained in La Mia Italia lip gloss not only moisturizes and tones 
the lips, nourishing them, but also has a rejuvenating, restoring and 
smoothing effect, contributing to the elasticity of the skin. Being a 
natural UV filter, shea butter provides protection from the sun, which 
slows the aging process of the sensitive lip skin.

АРТ. РБ 1516-13

24 glamorous chic
25 cherry punch
26 luxurious touch
27 iced coffee
35 nude glaze
36 coffee glaze

03 130605 08 16

272524 26 35 36
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АРТ. РБ 1521-19 АРТ. РБ 1519-18

COSMIC DANCE
LIP GLOSS

The COSMIC DANCE dual color lip gloss is a 2in1 effect: lip 
gloss and topcoat on lipstick.
01 ANDROMEDA – universal copper shade with red-yellow tints;
02 MILKY WAY – trendy blue shade with purple-pink tints;
03 CASSIOPEIA – delicate pink shade with blue tints.
● thick, but light and very comfortable texture;
● does not spread over the contour of the lips and lasts up to 5 
hours;
● visually increases the volume of the lips;
● you can create different looks combining the gloss with your 
favorite lipsticks in different shades.

01 andromeda
02 milky way
03 cassiopeia

01 02 03

Apply the gloss 
in one layer to 
create a light 
coverage, or 
apply in several 
layers to achieve 
more pronounced 
dual color glow.

FASHION GLOSS
MIRROR EFFECT LIP GLOSS

Spotlights, enthusiastic ovation, passion and intrigues ...
The Fashion Gloss with a mirror effect is a reflection of the latest trends in the 
fashion industry. Your lips will become the basis of the most stylish makeup. 
Gloss tones seem to come from the pages of fashion magazines. Each shade of 
the Fashion Gloss is inspired by and named in honor of the world fashion capital, 
where trends are born every year. The Fashion Gloss is your fashion makeup.

01 Los Angeles dreams
02 Paris delight
03 Milan fashion
05 Monte Carlo intrigues
07 Prague charm
09 Madrid flame
10 Bali temptation
11 Tokyo spotlights
12 Cannes ovation
13 Nice gloss
15 New York lights
17 Rome masterpieces
18 Vienna shining
19 Monaco luxury
20 Geneva excellence

mirror effect 
lip gloss

– with a mirror 
effect is a reflection 

of your style

АРТ. РБ 1515-12
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ICARE LIP BALM

Lip skin is the thinnest and most sensitive. Impact of negative environmental 
factors – frost, wind, ultraviolet rays - affects it particularly. Moreover, frequent 
use of long-lasting lipstick requires additional lip care. There is a solution – care 
lip balm with 4 different scents: sweet almond, exotic coconut, tropical kiwi, and 
juicy pomegranate.

I CARE lip balm is a combination of impeccable care properties and attractive 
tasty design.

High content of SHEA, ALMOND and OLIVE oils in the balm provides triple care: 
nutrition, hydration and regeneration of the lip skin.

Contains a UV filter to protect the lips against UVA and UVB rays.

АРТ. РБ 611-19 АРТ. РБ 612-19 АРТ. РБ 613-19 АРТ. РБ 614-19

PROS OF LIP CARE BALM:

• Effectively protects lips from external impact;
• Quickly restores the lip skin;
• Delicate, quickly absorbed texture and economical consumption;
• Perfect for any season;
• Protection from UVA and UVB rays;
• Pleasant aroma;
• Can be used as a lipstick base.
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- persistent shades 
for endless kisses

- Prepare surface of the lips with a scrub and balm.
- Apply a few drops of the gel-tint to the center of the lips and 
shade it with a finger to the contour to get the effect of “kissed” 
lips.
- To get the effect of permanent makeup, apply the gel-tint with 
an applicator to the entire surface of the lips.
- Each next layer will increase the color intensity!
- The gel-tint can be used as a blush! Apply a few drops to 
the cheeks and quickly shade with patting movements of the 
fingers.

АРТ. РБ 1518-16

01

04

KISS ME AGAIN
LIP COLOR GEL-TINT

Incredible durability of the product is provided by pigments, 
which are absorbed by the surface of the skin for long. Thanks 
to this, the gel-tint will not spread and will survive a quick meal 
and leave no marks on the cup. The gel formula does not dry 
the skin and is absolutely unperceivable on the lips. No glos-
sing! Only bright color and pleasant sweet taste!

02 03 0401

01 кcoral
02 red
03 blueberry
04 fuchsia

03
02

from the kissed lips effect 

to a clear saturated contour
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LA MIA ITALIA NAIL POLISH

Refined pastel, intriguing coffee, daring wine, attracting red and mysterious 
purple shades – all these are the collection of trendy shades of La Mia Italia nail 
polish! Incredibly comfortable improved texture of new Relouis nail polishes 
combined with a flat “salon” brush will give real pleasure to apply even for the 
most capricious fashionistas! Glossing and bright shades will not leave you 
without attention in any company, and among diverse range of 29 shades you 
will definitely find “the very one” for the occasion!

АРТ. РБ 1934-14
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LIKE GEL
GEL EFFECT NAIL POLISH

It is applied as an ordinary nail polish, dries up without special lamps, but 
shines like gel-polish. It is taken off by usual gel polish remover. Neat, soft, and 
moderately elastic brush is very convenient. Thanks to it, the nail polish is applied 
easily and smoothly. Dries quickly. The bottle volume is 6 g, which means that 
the nail polish will not dry on the shelf and you will be able to try many different 
shades. 5-free formula: the nail polish does not contain harmful substances 
(formaldehyde, formaldehyde resins, toluene, dibutyl phthalate and camphor).

02 cashmere rose
03 provence lavender
04 cream vanilla
05 vintage pink
06 sandy biscuit
08 snow-covered Alps
12 raspberry dessert

АРТ. РБ 1950-16

13 powder pastel
14 strawberry ice cream
17 coral luxury
18 argentine tango
19 late cherry
20 heady burgundy

0302 04 05 06 08 12

13 14 1817 19 20

АРТ. РБ 1961-18

MS. SHINE NAIL POLISH

The innovative formula of the new Ms. Shine nail polish with
GEL technology provides a dense coverage and gel effect. The nail polish
is evenly applied from the very first layer and the surface of the nail
remains smooth and even, which prevents it from ruining your clothes.
Luxurious sparkles of different textures create incredible glow and shine.

01 pure diamond
04 duo bronze
05 sparkly ruby
06 pink gold
07 holo lilak
08 holo rain

01 04 05 0706 08
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IRON MAN LIP BALM

The balm protects and provides active skin care. 
Contains bisabolol, chamomile component, which 
has anti-inflammatory and antibacterial effects, 
soothes the skin and relieves irritation. Grape seed 
oil effectively heals wounds and cracks, maintains 
the skin and lip elasticity. Vitamin E protects from 
adverse effects of the environment.

DOCTOR + LIP BALM ALOE VERA

The balm provides active skin care and protection, 
nourishes, softens, and retains skin elasticity. 
Aloe Vera gel, contained in the balm, prevents 
dryness and exfoliation, removes irritation, has a 
protective effect and is a wound-healing agent for 
inflammation.

DOCTOR + LIP BALM BUCKTHORN

The balm gently cares about your lips, improves 
skin elasticity and makes the lips smooth. 
Buckthorn oil, contained in the balm, prevents lip 
exfoliation and irritation, has anti-inflammatory 
effect and favors fast crack healing.

LIP BALM 
WITH WHEAT GERM OIL

Wheat germ oil is an invaluable gift of nature, full of 
vitamins and micro-elements. The wheat germs oil is 
rich in vitamins A, B, D, E, PP, polyunsaturated acids 
and lecithin, which stimulate the processes of cell 
renewal and rejuvenation, moisturize and nourish the 
lip skin, supporting and prolonging their youth. The 
balm creates a thin protective film, which prevents 
loss of moisture and windburn, smoothing out small 
wrinkles, giving the lips elasticity, softness and
well-cared-for look.

YUMMY HYGIENIC LIPSTICK

Gentle lipstick “Yummy” nourishes, moisturizes 
and softens the skin of the lips. Grape seed oil has 
anti-inflammatory effect, heals cracks, soothes 
the skin, making it soft and smooth, restoring the 
comfort. Nice scent of lipstick will surely bring you 
pleasure!

TENDER LIPS
HYGIENIC LIPSTICK

With a gentle hygienic lipstick series “Tender 
Lips”, you will not only care about your lips, but 
also will be able to create a make-up effect. The 
composition of the lipstick includes wheat germ 
oil, which has anti-inflammatory and wound-
healing effects; it nourishes, moisturizes and 
softens cracked and wind-burned lips.

АРТ. РБ 604-12 АРТ. РБ 601-12 АРТ. РБ 602-12

АРТ. РБ 609-15 АРТ. РБ 600-12

АРТ. РБ 608-12

● Ripe
   Cherry

 pink

● Sweet
    Strawberrie
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BEST SELLER

СДЕЛАНО В 

ГЕРМАНИИ

Your personal 
master of 
manicure 

cuticle softener

CUTICLE SOFTENER

Vegetable oil-based product. Caring complex based 
on almond oil and avocado softens and moisturizes 
the cuticle, preventing agnail formation. Vitamins E 
and C provide nutrition and care; give strength and 
well-cared-for look. Special shape cap pushes the 
cuticle gently, and the convenient nail file will help to 
bring the manicure to perfection.

NAIL FILE IN VELVET CASE

Decorated with Swarovski crystals. 
120 mm. Material: glass, velvet case.

NAIL FILE IN PLASTIC CASE

128 mm, Material: glass, plastic case.

АРТ. РБ 120-16 АРТ. РБ 128-16

АРТ. РБ 1915-09
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КРИСТАЛЛЫ
СВАРОВСКИ

N A I L  P R O D U C T S

SUPER GEL TOP
COAT SUPER

gives the nail polish incredible durability
● gives brilliant shine
● dries instantly
● removed by an ordinary nail polish remover.

MATT TOP
NAIL POLISH COAT

This top coat will allow you to look at your favorite nail polish shades in a new 
way! Apply Relouis nail polish and let it dry. Then apply one layer of Matt Top over 
the nail polish to give the exquisite velvety finish. You can use it to do a French 
manicure, applying the top coat on the free edge of the nail or vice versa leaving 
it uncovered.

АРТ. РБ 1942-15

АРТ. РБ 1953-16

APPLICATION METHOD:
Apply two layers of the nail polish by Relouis 
and wait for it to dry for 2 minutes. Then apply 
one layer of Super Gel Top over the nail polish, 
ensuring interaction with the sunlight or daylight. 
You can use a UV lamp.

Alternative to gel 
nail polishes in 
beauty salons!

Favorite shades 
in a new way!

PASTEL NAIL POLISH

Trending shades of our nail polish will cast a spell over everyone. Regardless of 
the situation and time of year, manicure with nail polish makes your look fresh, 
playful and sophisticated. Whitewashed, like pastel, delicate shades will cheer you 
up and make your manicure attractive.

• Intense shineк
• Dense saturated color
• Application from the first layer
• Optimal durability
• Fast drying

01 PISTACHIO
A delicate muted pistachio shade is the most trending this season
.02 HORTENSIA
A lilac, barely perceptible shade reminiscent of lush hydrangea flowers. The 
lightest in the range.
03 BLUES
Perfect blue. Not flashy, not too blue. The very delicate blue that is so hard to find.
04 LEMONADE
ОThe shade of refreshing lemonade makes the manicure super trendy and unusu-
al. Fashion designers focus on it in their collections.
05 CREAM
Airy cream with peach tint for the most delicate and sophisticated personalities.

АРТ. РБ 1964-20
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SHINING POLISH FOR MANICURE

Do you want your manicure to be always bright 
and the color of the nail polish to be saturated and 
fresh? Shining polish for manicure will save you from 
dull shades. When applied on a nail polish layer, it 
enhances shining and brightness of the manicure, 
creates a protective film to preserve the manicure 
and prolongs the perfect look of the nail polish for a 
whole week.

3 В 1 NAIL STRENGTHENER

Do you want to have beautiful and long-lasting mani-
cure on healthy and well-cared-for nails? Aggressive 
components of detergents and nail polish removers 
dry the nail and lead to fat balance disruption. It 
becomes necessary to use the 3-in-1 Strengthener, 
which, firstly, protects the nail plate, and secondly, 
facilitates firm and even application of the colored 
polish to the nail surface. If you want your perfect 
manicure to please you as long as possible, put the 
Strengthener 3 in 1 over the dried nail polish.

АРТ. РБ 1903-04

АРТ. РБ 1925-13

АРТ. РБ 1911-07

7 in 1 ELIXIR
MULTIFUNCTIONAL NAIL CARE

Keratin-like peptides restore the nails keratin, hexanal 
increases their strength and improves the condition, 
amino acids “energize” and stimulate the growth, 
argan and baobab oils nourish, and the violet extract 
moisturizes the nails and gives them protective effect.

АРТ. РБ 1939-14

NAIL THICKENING
GEL WITH CALCIUM

Do you have thin nails prone to peeling? It means 
water and fat imbalance of the nail plate. As a result, 
a layer of dead cells is formed on the surface of the 
nail, and nails become thin. Such nails should be 
literally “armored” and protected from the impact
of harmful environment. Nail Thickening Gel with 
Calcium forms a strong protective film on the nail 
plate surface strengthening weak, brittle, splitting and 
peeling nails.

АРТ. РБ 1905-04

SOS FORMULA 5 in 1
NAIL CARE

Healthy and beautiful nails! The product moisturizes 
nails and prevents their fragility. It strengthens the 
structure of the nail plate. Semi-matte finish hides the 
yellowness. It provides nails with fashionable nude 
shade. 

АРТ. РБ 1927-13

ХИТ ПРОДАЖ

GOLDEN HARD

Gold standard of strengthening! Colloidal gold is a 
suspension of precious metals, which produces an 
anti-inflammatory effect. Hexanal (patented aldehyde) 
facilitates the absorption of keratin making nails
firm. Keratin-like peptide provides a targeted effect 
on nail restoration. Bugloss seeds oil is a source of 
Omega 3, 6, 9 acids. UV-filter prevents yellowing and 
loss of color.
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A unique 
collection of 
products to 

strengthen your 
nails. 

Healthy nails and 
neat manicure. 

Easy!

АРТ. РБ 1904-04

* при использовании
защищать ногтевые
валики маслом для
кутикулы. При попадании
на кожу обработать
участок влажным ватным
диском.

АРТ. РБ 1926-13

N A I L  P R O D U C T S

АРТ. РБ 1941-14

BEST SELLER

АРТ. РБ 1910-05

BEST SELLER

DOUBLE IRON
NAIL STRENGTHENING

Instant effect! Ultra-modern and extra-strengthening 
formula provides instant help to weak and peeling 
nails. Formaldehyde (2%) * restores the nails prone to 
peeling and breaking, facilitates the growth of long, 
strong and beautiful nails. UV-filter prevents loss of 
color and yellowing.

HELPFUL OIL
CUTICLE MOISTURIZING OIL

This specially developed oil instantly moisturizes, 
restores and softens dry nails and cuticles thanks to 
high content of natural sweet almond oil. Vitamins E 
and F do not allow them to become dry again. The 
lemon essence provides the oil with a delicate scent.

АРТ. РБ 1938-14

VITAMIN STRENGTHENER
FOR SOFT NAILS

Most often nails become soft due to the damaging 
properties of detergents, which gradually wash the 
moisture out of the nail plate. If that is the case, 
your nails need Vitamin Support for Soft Nails. It 
contains vitamin A, which helps produce keratin that 
forms the base of your nail. It also moisturizes and 
improves the structure of the nail plate and provides 
it with vitamins C, E, and B5 needed to maintain the 
natural moisture levels, while argan oil nourishes and 
protects the weakened nails.

COMPLEX PRODUCT AGAINST 
NAIL BREAKING
MEGA MIX 5+5

5 active vitamins: A, B5, C, E, F. 5 plant extracts: aloe 
vera, ginseng, lemon, pomegranate and grape.

IRON STRENGTHENER
FOR FRAGILE NAIL

Iron is indispensable for the nail plate structure; 
it protects and nourishes nails with mineral salts. 
Iron fragile nail strengthening product not only 
strengthens your nails, but also makes them elastic, 
and the seaweed extract contained in the product 
restores the nail plate structure. Apply two layers of 
the product, and your nails will receive natural pink 
color.
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